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Advanced materials such as complex metal oxides are used in a wide range of applications and have
further promising perspectives in the form of thin ﬁlms. The exact chemical composition essentially
inﬂuences the electronic properties of these materials which makes correct assessment of their
composition necessary. However, due to high chemical resistance and in the case of thin ﬁlms low absolute analyte amounts, this procedure is in most cases not straightforward and extremely timedemanding. Commonly applied techniques either lack in ease of use (i.e., solution-based analysis with
preceding sample dissolution), or adequately accurate quantiﬁcation (i.e., solid sampling techniques).
An analysis approach which combines the beneﬁcial aspects of solution-based analysis as well as
direct solid sampling is Laser Ablation of a Sample in Liquid (LASIL). In this work, it is shown that the
analysis of major as well as minor sample constituents is possible using a novel online-LASIL setup,
allowing sample analysis without manual sample handling after placing it in an ablation chamber.
Strontium titanate (STO) thin layers with different compositions were analyzed in the course of this
study. Precision of the newly developed online-LASIL method is comparable to conventional wet
chemical approaches. With only about 15e20 min required for the analysis per sample, time demand is
signiﬁcantly reduced compared to often necessary fusion procedures lasting multiple hours.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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The most commonly used way for determination of the
elemental composition of inorganic materials is transfer into a clear
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liquid solution (e.g., by acid digestion, fusion) and subsequent
investigation with elemental analysis techniques such as electrothermal (ET) or ﬂame (F) absorption atomic spectroscopy (AAS),
inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICPOES), or inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS).
The bottleneck of this approach is the sample dissolution step;
usually, it involves a series of manual preparation steps which are
often not straightforward. For instance when dissolving complex
ceramic samples or metal oxide mixtures, laborious digestion steps
mostly involving highly toxic reagents have to be carried out [1,2].
For chemically very resistant materials, even fusion (e.g., using Li or
Na-borate) might be the only way for adequate sample preparation
[3]. Besides the problem of extensive sample preparation, the
necessary dilution steps decrease the method sensitivity, especially
when thin ﬁlms are to be analyzed. To circumvent such problems,
solid sampling methods like x-ray ﬂuorescence (XRF), electron
probe microanalysis (EPMA), glow discharge-optical emission
spectroscopy/mass spectrometry (GD-OES/MS), or Laser AblationICP-MS (LA-ICP-MS) can be applied [4]. Depending on the chosen
technique, any one of them is to some extent prone to so-called
matrix-effects, leading to a discrepancy between observed signal
intensitites and the actual sample composition; to ensure reliable
quantiﬁcation, matrix-matched standards have to be employed for
accurate signal quantiﬁcation. Favourably, certiﬁed reference materials should be used but are in many cases not available e especially for novel materials. Alternatively, in-house prepared
standards offer higher ﬂexibility, but additional workload and one
more source of uncertainty make this approach not very attractive
especially when high accuracy of the results is required. Additionally, precision of most solid sampling approaches is usually not
below 5%, which is signiﬁcantly higher than values obtained in
solution-based analysis (below 1%).
Combining the positive characteristics of solution-based analysis (calibration with aqueous standards, accuracy/precision of the
obtained results) with the ease of use and unneccessity of sample preparation of a solid sampling technique can tremendously
simplify the characterization of newly synthesized technologically
relevant materials. One very promising approach to fulﬁll these
requirements is Laser Ablation of a Sample in Liquid (LASIL). When
ﬁring the focused laser beam on the sample surface, a local plasma
plume is formed which will immediately expand into the liquid.
Compared to Laser Ablation (LA) under ambient pressure and in gas
atmospheres, the liquid covering the sample will induce strong
conﬁnement of the formed plasma plume resulting in extremely
high temperatures and pressure conditions. During plasma
expansion, the formation of micro-jets supports particle ejection
from the ablation site. LA of materials submerged in liquids is
currently predominantly used for the production of nanomaterials.
The mechanisms occurring during the irradiation of the liquidcovered sample surface have been studied closely; a detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this work. Further information can
be found elsewhere [5,6]. Besides, this technique has been shown to
be suitable for use in chemical analysis. Douglas et al. [7] and
Okabayashi et al. [8] already presented this possibility; in short, the
nanoparticle suspensions formed by laser irradiation of the sample
material were analyzed using conventional solution-based ICP-MS.
Quantiﬁcation was performed using external calibration. Machida
et al. [9] recently presented more detailed studies about particle
size distributions and elemental fractionation effects of volatile
elements in such laser-generated nanosols with detailed focus on
the feasibility for chemical analysis. All these works highlight the
fact that the beneﬁts of solid sampling can be successfully combined with those of solution-based analysis. However, in all of the
previously published work, laser ablation in liquid has been performed without direct transfer of the sample material to the

detection device. A manual step (i.e., pipetting) was necessary to
transfer the generated particle suspension to the measurement
device. Besides hampering the routine applicability of the analytical approach, this operation step might induce systematic errors
due to particle agglomeration and sedimentation, as well as unwanted sample contamination.
As shown in multiple previous studies, manual steps can be
completely automated with the use of ﬂow injection (FI) systems
[10e12]. Besides reducing time demand, reproducibility of sample
measurement can be considerably improved. On-line coupling of
the FI-System with the element speciﬁc detection device provides
further advantages compared to those of conventional batch procedures in which sample pretreatment and the actual measurement are separated [13,14]. For example, FI-Systems with online
detection allow improvements in sensitivity since unnecessary
sample dilution could be avoided. Furthermore, the risk of sample
losses or contamination could be minimized with online-detection
systems. In the last years we published a variety of FI applications
with on-line ICP-OES or ICP-MS detection, including procedures for
sample enrichment [15], matrix or analyte separation [16], sample
fractionation [17], dynamic sample extraction [18] and dynamic
etching of surface layers [19]. Based on this previous experience we
were able to develop an online-LASIL system which consists of a
liquid-purged LASIL compartment directly coupled to an ICP-OES
instrument as detection device. This setup gives the opportunity
to transfer the ablated sample material directly into the ICP torch
without the necessity of manual sample handling.
The applicability of the developed online-LASIL system is
demonstrated by the analysis iron-doped strontium titanate
(Fe:STO) layers produced by pulsed laser deposition (PLD). As
polycrystalline material, STO is used in a wide range of applications,
i.e. as oxygen sensor, as solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) electrode or as
varistor to mention only a few. In all these applications the electrochemical properties are deﬁned by the defect chemistry which is
well understood for SrTiO3 bulk material [20e22]. Novel technologies, i.e. memory devices based on memristors, tend to implement
the material as thin layers. In this ﬁeld of application STO is among
the most intensively investigated materials [23e26], although the
observed effects are not entirely understood. Therefore, a carefully
executed analytical characterization is a promising way to gain a
better understanding of the observed electrochemical effects, not
only for SrTiO3 but for oxide thin ﬁlms in general.
2. Experimental section
2.1. Chemicals
Ultra pure water was before every experiment freshly dispensed
from a Barnstead EASYPURE II water system (ThermoFisher Scientiﬁc, Marietta, OH).
Single element standard solutions (for ICP, 1 g L1 in HNO3) for
Sr, Ti, Fe, and Eu were purchased from Merck, Darmstadt, Germany.
Concentrated acids e 37% (v/v) HCl, 40% (v/v) HF, and 68% (v/v)
HNO3 e were all of p.a. quality and also purchased from Merck,
Darmstadt, Germany.
Sodium tetraborate (p.a.) was supplied by Acros Organics
B.V.B.A., Geel, Belgium.
2.2. Preparation of SrTiO3 thin layers
Undoped and Fe-doped SrTiO3 thin ﬁlms were prepared by
pulsed laser deposition (PLD) using a KrF excimer laser with a
wavelength of 248 nm (Coherent, The Netherlands). Nominal Fe
concentrations in the target material were 1% and 5% of the B site
cations in the perovskite-type SrTiO3 (ABO3), respectively. The thin
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ﬁlms were deposited on MgO single crystals (Crystec, Berlin, Germany), which were heated to a temperature of 650  C to allow a
crystalline growth of the thin ﬁlm. Furthermore, a constant oxygen
partial pressure of 0.15 mbar was applied. During deposition, the
target material was ablated for 50 min with a laser ﬂuence of
1.1 J cm2 and a frequency of 5 Hz resulting in layer thicknesses of
around 500 nm. Within one deposition run 4 pieces of
5  5  0.5 mm3 single crystals were used, allowing several experiments on nominally identical samples.
2.3. Instrumentation
A commercially available J200 Tandem LA/LIBS system (Applied
Spectra, Inc., Fremont, CA) equipped with a frequency quadrupled
Nd:YAG laser (266 nm, 4 ns pulse duration) was used as LA device.
The XYZ-stage of the instrument was used for spatial manipulation
of the LASIL cell.
A peristaltic pump (Perimax 12, SPETEC, Erding, Germany) with
a two bridges PVC phthalate free TYGON® tube (inner diameter of
0.64 mm) was used for transport of the sample carrier solution
towards the LASIL cell. An FI system with a six-way-valve (VICI
Valco Instruments Co. Inc., Houston, TX) was used to introduce
aqueous standard mixtures at different concentrations employing a
loop supplying 354 mL liquid per injection (value provided by the
manufacturer). All tubings were attached to the conduits of the
ﬂow injection manifold using ﬂangeless ﬁttings made of PEEK
(IDEX Health & Science, USA).
For signal detection, a Thermo iCAP 6500 ICP-OES instrument
(ThermoFisher Scientiﬁc, Bremen, Germany) equipped with a
quartz glass concentric nebulizer and a cyclonic spray chamber was
used. Details on the instrumental parameters (LA and ICP-OES) can
be found in the electronic supplemental information (S-1). A
schematic drawing of the complete experimental assembly is presented in Fig. 1. For the connections between the individual parts of
the FI system, PTFE capillary tubing (VICI, USA) with an outer
diameter of 1/1600 and an inner diameter of 0.75 mm was used.
Depth proﬁles of the generated laser craters were measured
using a Deaktak XT stylus proﬁler (Bruker Corp., Billerica, MA).
2.4. Design of the LASIL cell
Ablation cells for conventional LA devices are designed for gases
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being used as carrier medium of generated sample nanoparticles.
As a liquid was used in the present case, the cell's geometry and
properties had to be adjusted compared to commercially available
systems in order to allow optimal transport of the produced particles. The LASIL cell was designed in-house and machined from
aluminum. Flow dynamics were optimized to achieve optimal
washout behavior of sample material ablated along the central axis
of the cell. A schematic drawing of the cell is presented in Fig. 1a.
The sample cavity was designed to ﬁt 0.5 mm thick single crystalline substrates with a size of 5  5 mm2 (CrysTec GmbH, Berlin,
Germany) often used for PLD sample preparation. No futher ﬁxation of the sample is necessary as the cavity exactly holds the
substrate. The distance from cell bottom to the upper edge was
0.6 mm. This geometry resulted in a gap of 0.1 mm between sample
and cell cover to provide a deﬁned liquid ﬁlm thickness above the
sample material. To ensure optimal transmission of the laser light
(l ¼ 266 nm), the cell was covered with a 0.5 mm thick UV grade
CaF2 window (Crystran Ltd., Poole, UK). The window was attached
to the cell using thermoplastic glue. The appearance of the LASIL
cell after being loaded with a sample is shown in Fig. 1b.
2.5. Online-LASIL setup and measurements
Before sample measurement, the 5  5 mm2 STO coated platelet
had to be placed inside the LASIL cell. Subsequently, the cell was
covered with the CaF2 window; water-tight sealing was achieved
with thermoplastic glue. After connecting the PTFE tubing to the
cell it was placed on the xyz-stage of the LA device and rinsed with
ultra pure water until no air bubbles were visible in the cell interior.
After completion, the measurement process could be started.
Measurement conditions for the LASIL measurements were optimized during preliminary experiments. The balance between
washout behavior and detection efﬁciency showed to be an
essential factor; speciﬁcally, the washout peak should be long
enough to be covered with at least some data points in ICP-OES
detection while keeping it as short as possible. For ﬂushing the
sample cell during the measurements, ultra pure water containing
1.0 mg L1 Eu was used. The signal of Eu at the analytical wavelength of 381.9 nm (Eu (II)) was employed for signal normalization
during the ICP-OES measurements. Besides the compensation of
signal drifts and/or matrix-related differences in analyte excitation,
the monitoring of the Eu signal also allowed the detection of errors

Fig. 1. 3D reconstruction of the ablation cell with inside-view (a), photograph of the LASIL cell with loaded sample (b), and schematic drawing of the complete instrumental setup
(c).
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during the measurement (e.g., signal drop due to formation of air
bubbles). During all measurements, the system was operated at a
constant ﬂow rate of 1.5 mL min1 supplied by a peristaltic pump.
When ablating the sample, the laser was ﬁred through the CaF2
window covering the washout cell; thereby, the laser was focused
on the sample surface. A laser ﬂuence of 1.54 J cm2 was found to be
the maximum applicable value in order not to cause cracks in the
cell cover. For detailed laser conditions used for the measurements
see supporting information Table Se1. Ablation of the sample material was either carried out using a steady stage position (‘spot
mode’) or while traversing the sample stage in a meander-like
manner (‘line mode’). The latter line mode allowed more sensitive analyte detection due to the larger amount of ablated material
without penetrating the STO layer compared to the spot mode (see
Fig. S-1 for details).
2.6. Borate fusion and ICP-OES measurement of samples
Fusion of the samples in a sodium tetraborate ﬂux was found
to be a viable way to dissolve Fe-doped SrTiO3 samples regardless
of their iron doping level and without risking biased analysis
results due to undissolved sample carrier material (MgO). In
addition to the produced STO layers, also the STO powders used
for production of the layers were analyzed to obtain their accurate chemical composition. Powdered target material as well as
the layer itself (including the substrate material) could be transferred into a clear solution using the very same fusion procedure:
Either approx. 50 mg of STO powder or a 5  5 mm2 sized platelet
of MgO substrate with STO layer were deposited into a Pt crucible.
0.8 g of sodium tetraborate were added to the sample. In addition
to samples, virgin MgO substrates as well as sodium tetraborate
without the addition of sample material were analyzed to
monitor blank levels of the analytes. All samples were prepared in
triplicates.
The fusion step was carried out in a CWF 1300 chamber furnace
(Carbolite, Germany). Fusion temperature was 1000  C, kept constant for 5 h. To reach the maximum temperature, the oven was
heated at a rate of 10  C/min. Cooling to room temperature was
performed at a rate of 20  C/min resulting in clear solid products.
Subsequently, 5 mL conc. HCl (37%, v/v), 0.4 mL conc HF (40%, v/v),
and 5 mL ultrapure water were added. The mixtures were heated to
a temperature of 80  C on a heating plate for 2 h to allow complete
dissolution of the solidiﬁed ﬂux. After cooling of the clear solutions
to room temperature, they were ﬁlled up with ultra pure water to a
total volume of 50 mL. Aliquots of 100 mL were taken and diluted
using 10 mL of a HNO3/HF mixure in water (3% HNO3, 0.3% HF).
0.1 mg L1 Eu were used as internal standard in all liquid samples
which were analyzed using solution-based ICP-OES.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Time-resolved measurements: cell characterisitics and ablation
behavior
In preliminary experiments, washout behavior of the cell after
material ablation was investigated using time-resolved measurements. 10 laser shots were ﬁred on a ﬁxed sample position with a
repetition rate of 10 Hz and a laser ﬂuence of 1.2 J cm2. The laser
spot was focused onto the visible sample surface and a beam
diameter of 200 mm was set using a beam expander. A 500 nm thick
undoped SrTiO3 layer deposited by PLD onto MgO substrate was
analyzed in this experiment.
A 3D reconstruction of a representative crater after a 10 shot
spot ablation is displayed in Fig. 2a. Craters with less shots ﬁred
were similar in shape, but more shallow. All investigated craters

were circular with an average diameter of 310 ± 12 mm and a homogeneous proﬁle of the crater bottom. With regards to the depth
of the craters, an averages varying between 34 ± 2 (1 shot) and
352 ± 8 nm (10 shots) were calculated (n ¼ 10). This corresponds to
an average ablation of 35 nm per laser shot e compared to in-gas
laser ablation a very low rate when employing nanosecond laser
instrumentation [27]. This shallow ablation crater indicates the
strong attenuation of the laser energy by the liquid layer covering
the sample. Still, enough energy is transferred to the sample surface
to allow material ablation. Observed ablation rates can be rather
compared with typical values for femtosecond instrumentation
[28] possibly making the LASIL setup also a viable tool for depth
proﬁling applications of thin layer systems.
Data acquisition was started simultaneously with sample ablation. Time-resolved ICP-OES measurements were run at an integration time of 1 s for each data point. In Fig. 2b, the time-resolved
signal acquired after material ablation is presented. As indicated in
the graph, sample detection is approx. 20 s delayed from the
ablation event, which is the time required for transport of the
sample material from the cell to the ICP-OES device. After a sudden
rise of the signal intensity and reaching a maximum, the readout
drops to background level again. Analyte signal maxima for the
most intense monitored analytical wavelengths of approx. 45,000
cps (Sr (II) at 421.5 nm) and 5000 cps (Ti (II) at 334.9 nm) were
obtained for these experiments. 10 replicate measurements were
performed with the above described settings to calculate a washout
time of the ablation cell. For Sr at a wavelength of 421.5 nm (Sr (II)),
35.2 ± 0.3 s (after reaching the peak maximum) were required to
get back to 1% of the highest signal intensity per run. To investigate
reproducibility of the setup, calculation of average values of the
integrals of the complete washout peaks was performed. 10 replicate ablations yielded relative standard deviations of 0.7e1.5% for
six investigated analytical wavelengths of Sr and Ti.
Due to the seemingly linear behavior of detection, also quantitative determination of the elemental contents in the samples is
viable. This is well illustrated by ﬁring different numbers of laser
shots onto the sample surface. Detected transient signals of Sr
when ablating STO with 1, 2, 5, and 10 laser shots in spot mode are
presented in Fig. 2c. When integrating the washout peaks, an
excellent linear correlation between shot count and signal intensity
is obtained (Fig. 2d). The same good correlation can be found between shot count and average depth of the respective craters.
3.2. Signal quantiﬁcation using external calibration
Using the FI system incorporated in the online-LASIL assembly,
detected analyte signals could be quantiﬁed by external calibration.
Aqueous standard mixtures with concentrations of Sr and Ti between 0 and 2000 mg L1 were prepared in 3% HNO3/0.3% HF
containing 1.0 mg L1 Eu. Analyte peaks generated by injection of
different aqueous standards had similar shape as the washout
peaks after sample ablation; a suitable loop volume has been
selected during preliminary experiments. Typical signal-over-time
proﬁles are shown in Fig. 3a. Integrated signal intensities varied
between 5000 and 80,000 cts for Sr and 400 and 10,000 cts for Ti.
Fig. 3a shows that even the low concentration standard could be
well distinguished from the background signal. Standard injections
were performed in triplicates for each concentration level in all
cases yielding relative standard deviations of the normalized signals below 2%. Knowing the exact volume of injected standard
solution (354 mL), an external calibration for the ablated absolute
mass of each analyte could be established. For this purpose, the
complete peaks were integrated and obtained intensities were
normalized to Eu as internal standard. Calibration functions for Sr
and Ti are shown in Fig. 3b and c. Regression coeffcients were
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Fig. 2. Digital holographic image of an ablation crater after 10 laser shots in spot mode in an undoped STO layer (a) and corresponding washout proﬁle of Sr and Ti (b); analyte peaks
detected when ablating different numbers of shots for Sr (c), as well as correlation of intregrated signal intensities, average crater depth, and shot count (d).

Fig. 3. Signal-over-time proﬁles for Sr obtained after injection of standard solutions ranging from 0 to 2000 mg L1 (a), as well as calibration functions for Sr (b) and Ti (c) after
integration of the signal peaks.

0.9982 for Sr and 0.9976 for Ti, respectively. Limits of detection of
0.06 ng for Sr and 0.9 ng for Ti could be calculated.
Obtained calibration functions could further be used to calculate
the absolute mass of each analyte ablated during online LASIL
measurent. The same STO sample as discussed above was used for
these calculations: 10 laser shots were ﬁred onto the sample surface in spot mode (experimental conditions see Table Se1); the
experiment was repeated ten times. Quantiﬁcation of the obtained
analyte signals resulted in 60.8 ± 1.4 ng of ablated Sr and
33.8 ± 1.5 ng of Ti. Regardless of the absolute ablated mass, the
determined values could be used to calculate atomic ratios of the
analytes in the sample material. With 49.6 ± 0.7 at% Sr and

50.4 ± 0.7 at% Ti, the layer composition is in good accordance with
the nominal stoichiometry of strontium titanate where the Sr:Ti
ratio is 1:1. Considering this stoichiometry, the found amounts of Sr
and Ti correspond to 124 ± 5.2 ng STO.
Using the known dimensions of the ablation crater (Fig. 2a), the
theorectically ablated mass could be calculated and compared with
the actually detected one. Using 10 crater volume measurements,
an average volume of 2.7*105±1.9*106 mm3 could be determined.
Using the bulk density of STO (5.1 g cm3), the average ablated mass
per crater is 137 ± 9.6 ng. This value compares excellently with the
detected mass during the online-LASIL measurements of
124 ± 5.2 ng, indicating that no signiﬁcant amount of sample
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material is lost during transport, or is in any other way (e.g., due to
incomplete vaporization of the sample material) not detected in the
ICP-OES device.
3.3. Determination of the composition of Fe-doped SrTiO3 layers
To further demonstrate the potential of the proposed analysis
method, as well as to validate and characterize it in more detail,
experiments using Fe-doped STO layers were performed. Additionally to the earlier described undoped STO sample, specimen
with 1.0 and 5.0 at% nominal dopant level of Fe were analyzed.
These samples were investigated to highlight the capabilities of
online-LASIL to analyze also minor sample constituents, as in this
case Fe. As application example, stoichiometry determination of
STO thin layers produced by PLD is an important issue, as the
composition of the PLD target does not necessarily match the
layer's actual composition. Due to preferential ablation and deposition, some of the target's constituents might be enriched or
depleted in the thin ﬁlms produced by the PLD process.
Considering the parameters of the formerly presented experiments (ten laser shots at steady stage position), approx. 120 ng of
total sample material were detected. This corresponds to a total
amount of approx. 1.2 ng Fe for the 1.0 at% Fe sample. Running a
test calibration resulted in an LOD for Fe of 1.1 ng, which shows
that the system's capabilities would be merely sufﬁcient to measure Fe at these levels. Thus, another ablation strategy was
required to supply more sample material at a time e the line scan
mode. This mode was realized by scanning the sample area with
high stage translation speeds and overlapping laser shots. Such
meander-like line pattern (see Fig. S-1 for a graphical illustration)
was completed in 10 s in order not to distort the washout proﬁle to
a ﬂat-top shape. 100 laser shots were ﬁred during this time,
resulting in a ten-fold increase of the ablated sample material.
Relative standard deviation of the resulting signals were comparable to those obtained for the spot scan measurements. A video
recording of such ablation process (see Movie S-1) shows the
smooth material removal and quick transport of small bubbles
forming during the laser irradiation.
Supplementary video related to this article can be found at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.aca.2017.10.025.
For external calibration, six standard solutions ranging from 0 to
2000 mg L1 for Sr and Ti, and from 0 to 100 mg L1 for Fe were
prepared. Due to detector saturation resulting from more ablated
material in the line scan mode, the emission line of Sr used for data
evaluation was changed to 346.4 nm (Sr (II)), leading to an increase
of the LOD for Sr to 1.0 ng. Comparable other ﬁgures of merit were
obtained for Ti as for previously described experiments. The correlation coefﬁcient of the Fe calibration (Fe (II) at 238.2 nm) was
0.9956; a limit of detection of 1.1 ng was determined.
Ablation of each sample was performed in ﬁve replicates.
Determined absolute analyte masses varied between around
300 ng for Ti and 600 ng for Sr, as well as 0e40 ng for Fe (depending
on the dopant level). Replicate measurements yielded relative
standard deviations below 3.5% for the atomic contents of all

elements; a second analytical wavelength was used for quality
control in each case. Based on these experimental settings, the limit
of detection for the Fe dopant level was 0.13 at%. Results for the
derived atomic ratios are presented in Table 1.
Internal veriﬁcation of the obtained results was performed using analysis of a commercially available STO target with an exact
Sr:Ti ratio of 1:1. Analysis was performed in the same manner as the
previously described experiments. Results of 49.5 ± 0.5 at% Sr and
50.5 ± 0.5 at% Ti were obtained, which is in excellent accordance
with the theoretical composition of the sample. Thus, results obtained by the online-LASIL method can be considered valid and no
observable elemental fractionation effects seem to occur during the
in-liquid laser ablation process.
In order to verify results of all analyzed thin layer samples, they
were in parallel analyzed using a conventional wet chemical analysis approach. Three remaining STO-coated MgO platelets (four
were prepared in one PLD run) were used for this purpose. To allow
complete dissolution of layer and carrier substrate, a borate fusion
procedure was used. Clear solutions were obtained for all samples.
Conventional solution-based measurements were performed as
described in the experimental section. Blanks for the fusion procedures (sodium tetraborate and sodium tetraborate with virgin
MgO substrates) did not deliver signals above the limit of detection
for any of the elements of interest. Concentrations of the measured
solutions varied between 50 and 700 mg L1 and were well above
the respective limits of detection except for Fe in the undoped STO
sample. Obtained atomic ratios are reported in Table 1 and correlate
well with the values achieved from the online-LASIL measurements. Remaining differences may originate from slight variations
between the composition of the four STO sample replicates prepared during one run. Relative standard deviations (RSDs) are
slightly lower for the solution-based ICP-OES measurements in
most cases, but still in a comparable range to the online-LASIL results. Especially for the Fe values, RSDs of the online-LASIL measurements are better. While RSDs of the solution-based
measurements vary between 0.1 and 5.7%, those of the online-LASIL
measurements range from 0.8 to 3.3%. The limit of detection for Fe
was calculated with 0.31 at%, which is more than the twofold value
of the online-LASIL measurements. Improvement of the LODs in the
online-LASIL method can be explained by reduced sample dilution
compared to the conventional solution-based measurement. Based
on those results, online-LASIL measurements show to deliver valid
results with comparable ﬁgures of merit to conventional solutionbased analysis.
3.4. Comparison of layer and target composition
Results obtained from the layer analyses could be used to
determine if any non-stoichiometrical deposition regarding the
cations occurs during the PLD process, i.e., if target and layer
composition are comparable or clearly different. For this purpose,
powdered target material was brought into solution using borate
fusion and conventional solution-based ICP-OES measurement.
Obtained solutions were clear and analyte signals for all elements

Table 1
Stoichiometries of STO with different Fe dopant levels determined by online-LASIL compared to results obtained from conventional sample processing using borate fusion and
solution-based ICP-MS measurement.
borate fusion and solution-based ICP-OES (n ¼ 3)

online-LASIL
(n ¼ 5)

STO
STO-1% Fe
STO-5% Fe

Sr [at%]

Ti [at%]

Fe [at%]

Sr [at%]

Ti [at%]

Fe [at%]

49.6 ± 0.7
48.0 ± 0.6
44.5 ± 0.4

50.4 ± 0.7
50.4 ± 0.6
50.7 ± 0.4

e
1.69 ± 0.06
4.81 ± 0.07

49.8 ± 0.1
48.1 ± 0.4
44.2 ± 0.1

50.1 ± 0.1
50.2 ± 0.5
51.0 ± 0.04

e
1.74 ± 0.10
4.77 ± 0.06
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the metal fractions in the (Fe-)STO target measured by borate
fusion and conventional ICP-OES (left set of columns, n ¼ 3) and the (Fe-)STO layers
deposited by PLD measured by online LASIL (right set of columns, n ¼ 5); theoretical Sr
content of 50 at% is marked with the red dotted line. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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concentrations close to the LODs. As a solid sampling technique
performed in an aqueous medium with the opportunity of using
liquid standards for calibration and signal quantiﬁcation, onlineLASIL merges the advantages of both solution-based analysis and
direct solid sampling. In the example for strontium titanate thin
layers deposited by PLD, the advantages of online-LASIL could be
well demonstrated. Figures of merit are comparable to the classical
borate fusion approach with subsequent ICP-OES measurement.
Including assembling and disassembling the online-LASIL cell for
sample change, analysis of one sample takes approx. 15e20 min.
Apart from the method's validity, it could be shown that the Sr
content of the layers is inﬂuenced by the PLD process e a fact that
needs to be considered during thin layer production.
Future developments will be directed towards further
improvement of the online-LASIL method. Coupling to ICP-MS will
lead to signiﬁcantly better limits of detection, allowing even trace
element analysis using this method. Optimization of the washout
cell design to generate even shorter material washout times will
also be performed. Additionally, the developed analysis method
will also be used for the stoichiometry determination of other
complex metal oxides than STO.

Appendix A. Supplementary data
of interest were well above background level. Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the target and layer compositions for all three investigated Fe dopant levels.
Undoped STO shows a ratio not signiﬁcantly different from 1:1
for the target material as well as for the layer, corresponding to the
theoretical stoichiometry of SrTiO3. For the Fe-doped target materials, Ti sites should be substituted by Fe atoms, while the total Sr
should remain constant. This fact can be well observed for the
target substances: The Sr atomic fraction is always around 50% of
the total Sr, Ti and Fe amount, irrelevant of the Fe content. The
remaining 50% are then ﬁlled up by Ti and Fe. Contrarily, the PLD
layers show another trend. While the Fe contents vary only insigniﬁcantly from the target composition, the Sr contents are shifted
towards values lower than 50%. Compared to the targets, the Ti
concentrations are around 50% while Fe and Sr make up the
remaining fraction. The observed deviations can most probably be
explained by non-stiochiometric effects during the PLD process. As
results have been validated by conventional solution-based analysis
of thin layer samples after borate fusion, measurement errors
leading to this result can be excluded. It is known from laser-based
methods for chemical analysis that some elements (especially
those where oxides have low boiling point) are preferentially ablated from the irradiated target; this might also occur during the
PLD process. Additionally, uneven transport and material redeposition may occur, which can inﬂuence the actual composition of the produced layers.
4. Conclusion
In this work it could be shown that online-LASIL can be a
valuable method for modern analytical laboratories. Especially
when samples are hard to transfer into a liquid solution, their
chemical analysis is often hampered. Liquid dissolution of thin
layers often does not deliver sufﬁcient limits of detection due to the
large amount of required liquid. Additionally, there is an inherent
risk to sample contamination which is especially critical at

Supplementary data related to this article can be found at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.aca.2017.10.025.
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